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In 5,4,3,2...! Watch Carly and her friends navigate school, internet stardom and wacky challenges,  all while creating their hilarious smash hit webshow!
WATCH FREE EPISODE
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ON PARAMOUNT+
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iGoodbye
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iBust A Thief
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iLost My Head In Vegas
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iRescue Carly
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iGet Banned
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Creddie's Relationship Timeline
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Carly Shay
Carly is a typical teenager...except that she produces her own web show! She lives in her quirky older brother's loft because her dad is overseas. She and her pals, Sam and Freddie never dreamed of being cyber-celebrities but "iCarly" is a huge hit. Carly is the usually the voice of reason among her friends, no matter what kind of wacky trouble comes their way because of the show.
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Sam Puckett
Carly's best friend, Sam, is constantly in trouble-she spends A LOT of time in the principal's office. But Carly loves that Sam is unpredictable, crazy fun, and most of all, a good friend. As for Sam and Freddie, not so much. Those two are engaged in an ongoing feud which frustrates Carly at times but provides good material for the show. A true original and a true friend, Sam is essential to "iCarly" and Carly herself.
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Freddie Benson
Freddie is Carly's next door neighbor and a genuine tech-geek. Without Freddie's technological know-how, "iCarly" would crash and burn. Fortunately, he'll do just about anything for his friends. Freddie may bicker and fight with Sam from time to time, but deep down he's the glue that keeps this web-savvy pack together.
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Spencer Shay
When Carly's dad was called overseas, Carly went to live with her older brother, Spencer. An eccentric, aspiring artist, he's turned the loft into both a workspace and gallery for his wacky sculptures. Spencer is off-beat and rarely acts his age (he wears light-up socks), but he steps up and acts responsibly when it counts. Plus, he makes a mean spaghetti taco.
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Gibby Gibson
What's not to love about Gibby Gibson? He's adorable, hilarious and ALWAYS taking his shirt off for no particular reason!  His unique behavior often gets Gibby noticed, but don't be fooled this confident kid knows how to handle himself.



Latest Stories
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SPENCER SHAY’S TOP 10 SCULPTURES OF ALL-TIME
The best and the wackiest of Spencer's iconic sculptures, RANKED!







About iCarly
Carly Shay led a pretty normal life in Seattle... until she and her friends started their own web show. When "iCarly" becomes an instant hit, Carly and her pals have to balance their newfound success with the problems of everyday life, like fitting in in highschool, dealing with crushes and deciding which flavor to get at the Groovy Smoothie.

 With her parents overseas, Carly relies on the help of her best friend/co-star, Sam Puckett, her longtime pal/technical producer, Freddie Benson, and her eccentric older brother/guardian, Spencer, to keep it all together. Sam and Freddie's constant bickering and Spencer's odd habits make for a lot of good material... but is it enough to fill a new show every week?
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